Dear Sir or Madam,
MATRIX: RIBA GOLD MEDAL NOMINATION
I’m writing, on behalf of the School of Architecture, Planning and Landscape at Newcastle University, in wholehearted
support of Matrix’s nomination for the RIBA Gold Medal. We habitually celebrate a handful of alumni when publicising
our School, including Matrix who we set alongside Alison & Peter Smithson, and Terry Farrell. However, Matrix’s public
profile is still not (yet) what it ought to be. Their pioneering contribution to feminist and socially-engaged architecture
is only now being recognised for its historical significance and contemporary influence. The group have been central
exemplars for numerous activists campaigning for equality in architecture such as Hi-Vis and Part W in the UK; Making
Difference at ETH, Switzerland; and Parlour in Australia.
In the 1980s and 90s, Matrix was one of only a handful of practices internationally to directly engage with feminism
and architecture. Indeed, its role as a pioneering and enduring umbrella organisation of members tackling questions of
women and the built environment – through exhibitions, symposia, publications, education, a technical aid centre and
design practice – remains under-recognised, despite Karen Burns writing in Architecture and Feminisms (2017) that
Matrix’s Jagonari Educational Resource Centre is the ‘key historical example for feminist practice in the community/
advocacy model’, and Doina Peterescu’s seminal feminist anthology Altering Practices (2007) where Matrix’s work is the
foundation for an exploration of ‘feminist politics and practices of space’. Matrix’s book Making Space: Women and the
Manmade Environment provided a pioneering analysis of the exclusion of women from the built fabric of the city and the
processes of design and building, and the group further disseminated their ideas through publications, TV, workshops,
symposia, training and pedagogy. A close collaboration with construction was striking, with many members trained
in building, working with women builders, alongside a distinctive involvement in education. The resulting critique of
conventional processes of professional practice which reproduced patterns of exclusion, and new ways of organising their
practice, have been echoed more recently by Assemble and others. The group remain exemplary for working as a womenonly co-operative where equal opportunities were central to the organisation – including childcare provision, nonhierarchical division of labour, and training on race, disability and sexual orientation. Their development of participatory
processes, consultation, and accessible forms of architectural representation enabled clients to engage deeply with the
design process, empowering clients. The influential and substantial body of built work procured through these processes
is testament to their importance and longevity.
Following the disbanding of Matrix, its former members took these principles into new architectural practices, in
pedagogy, in academic research, in activism, and the work continues to inspire and inform new generations of architects.
In the current climate – where gender in architecture has now become a decisive matter of concern, and where new
forms of socially-engaged, politically-aware collective practice are once again flourishing – this seems absolutely the right
moment to celebrate the group’s work, influence, and purchase. It signals how the profession can make a distinctive and
positive contribution not just through built work but through engaged social and ethical practices.
Yours faithfully,
Prof. Adam Sharr
Head of School and Professor of Architecture, Newcastle University
Editor-in-Chief, arq: Architectural Research Quarterly (Cambridge University Press)

Letter of support for Matrix
Matrix defined feminist architectural practice in twentieth century Britain: their
influence however, resonated globally. They achieved this through publishing
the first clear articulation of feminist design theory in the collection of essays
‘Making Space’ (1987) and also through their built, and un-built, designs.
One of their overlooked contributions is the effort spent in collapsing the
boundaries between architect and builder and to this end some members had
undertaken industrial training in carpentry and joinery and bricklaying and had
also worked in industry settings. While this gave them an advantage, as
architects, by being completely unfazed by building site visits and technical
detailing, it also helped them support other women train in the building trades,
notably by their designs for Women’s Training Workshops. After completing
Lambeth Women’s Workshop, their designs were adapted for Southwark
Women’s Training Workshop (1983), set up and run by a women’s collective of
which I was a member. Matrix members used the method of large-scale plans
with moveable paper cut-outs to represent machinery, work benches and
furniture, allowing us to make informed decisions on layout. The result was a
beautifully proportioned, well-lit, former factory floor converted into timber
store, workshop, teaching rooms, office and meeting/recreation areas. It was
much loved by trainees and staff alike but unfortunately no longer exists.
Matrix operated as a collective and so intimately understood the difficult, time
consuming, but potentially hugely satisfying process that many of its community
group clients also employed. Communication with clients was, and is, key to the
success of Matrix, but this has always been from a position of solidarity with and
understanding of the particular needs of women. This was underpinned by
shared values of ant-capitalist, non-profit making, co-operative working. One of
the early projects was to convert a Victorian public baths into a nursery for the
collectively run Dalston Children’s Centre. This was a very difficult brief, on a
tight site containing two separate Men’s and Women’s warm baths: it was
achieved with aplomb. After many management changes the nursery still exists:
known as the Bath House, it has an Ofsted rating of outstanding. It is probably
one of the few places, dating from the 1970s, where the idea of free-flowing,
child-centred creativity is encouraged and enabled entirely by the design of the
premises.
As an architectural historian I constantly refer to Making Space and Matrix
designs and design processes as a reference point. As someone who was
fortunate enough to work in a feminist designed workplace I remember a time of
optimism for women in the built environment. I now look forward to the long
overdue recognition owed to the groundbreaking work of Matrix Design Cooperative. Their work is of major importance to the still male-dominated
architectural profession, and stands as an inspiration to future generations of
radical young women architects.
Professor Christine Wall
Architecture and Cities
University of Westminster

Stockholm Tuesday 27 August 2019

To Whom It May Concern:
I extend my support for the nomination of Matrix Feminist Design Co-operative for the UK
RIBA Gold Medal 2020. This level of recognition sends a powerful message to the
profession of architecture concerning the crucial importance of addressing issues concerning
architecture and gender. The enduring influence and legacy of Matrix since the 1980s draws
awareness to issues of gender and architecture, and other modes of practicing and thinking
architecture. To offer such an award also allows us to rethink how an award can celebrate a
collective rather than an individual: Architecture is necessarily a collaborative discipline and
practice, and one that urgently needs to acknowledge a greater diversity of actors. Matrix
Feminist Design Co-operative has been an inspiration in this regard, making a profound
impact on pedagogies and practices in architecture, in the UK and internationally.

Sincerely,

Professor Hélène Frichot (PhD)
Director of Critical Studies in Architecture
KTH School of Architecture Stockholm Sweden
helene.frichot@arch.kth.se

_______________
Professor Hélène Frichot (PhD)
Director of Critical Studies in Architecture
KTH School of Architecture Stockholm Sweden
helene.frichot@arch.kth.se

From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Linda Clarke L.M.Clarke@westminster.ac.uk
RE: Letter of support for Matrix nomination for RIBA Gold Medal 2020
27 August 2019 at 09:57
Fran Bradshaw fran@annethornearchitects.co.uk, Harriet Harriss harriet.harriss@rca.ac.uk

Dear Fran Bradshaw and Harriet Harriss,
I would like to add my support to the nomina9on of Matrix for the Royal Gold Medal. It is
shocking that just one woman has been awarded this in her own right since 1848; nothing
beHer expresses the discrimina9on so many women s9ll experience in ﬁeld of architecture.
Awarding the Gold Medal to Matrix may only slightly dent this record, but can at least raise
awareness of the need to ﬁght for equality in the profession and begin to recognise and
celebrate those who have been sadly overlooked.
The feminist architects’ prac9ce Matrix was one of the ﬁrst worldwide to bring issues of
gender centre-stage to the design of the built environment. Their work was incredibly
radical, not only by being a women-led and collabora9ve plaPorm, but also by integra9ng
new interdisciplinary ways of working across theory and prac9ce –whether through
research about gender and space; crea9ng feminist design guidance and support; changing
building processes to enable more women into construc9on and architecture; designing
building projects for and with women; co-exploring new building types ignored by a maledominated profession, such as women's centres and nurseries; developing par9cipatory tools
which could involve women in the design process itself; and developing access courses to
bring more women into the subject. In the process Matrix worked with many others,
including community groups, building trades, planners, feminist scholars and ac9vists, and
design educators – widening the remit of what counts as architecture, and making a vital
contribu9on to the discipline’s body of knowledge and its development towards equity and
social jus9ce. Matrix’s impact is s9ll being felt, not only through the important ongoing work
of the many women who worked there, but also for more recent genera9ons of students
and prac99oners keen to ﬁnd alterna9ves to the Starchitects system and to beHer
understand how buildings can meet the needs of all users. This has been a collec9ve life9me
achievement that has rippled across the architectural profession and its educa9on, where
the 1984 book, Making Space: Women and the Man Made Environment, remains a classic,
and Matrix’s innova9ve par9cipatory processes, non-hierarchical management structures, and
cross-disciplinary mul9-layered ways of working con9nue to oﬀer important insights that
challenge conven9onal architectural approaches - an extraordinary contribu9on across the
whole body of knowledge that underpins the design of our built surroundings.
For our research centre, the Centre for the Study of the Produc9on of the Built Environment
(see hHps://www.westminster.ac.uk/research/groups-and-centres/centre-for-the-study-ofthe-produc9on-of-the-built-environment-probe), the subject of Women in the Built
Environment has long been a subject of priority, one which we have researched and published
extensively on and organised a number of events. It is also one which becomes ever more
important as the impera9ve for construc9on to transform into a green and inclusive industry
becomes ever greater. Matrix’s approach to the built environment is precisely that which is
needed for this transforma9on to become a reality. In awarding the Gold Medal to Matrix,
therefore, a posi9ve signal would be given that the RIBA intends to move in this direc9on.
Best wishes, Linda Clarke
Professor Linda Clarke
Centre for the Study of the Produc9on of the Built Environment (ProBE)
Westminster Business School, University of Westminster
35 Marylebone Road, London NW1 5LS
Tel: 00044 (0)20350 66528; email: clarkel@westminster.ac.uk
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I write in support of a nomination for Matrix as the recipient of the RIBA Royal Gold
Architecture Medal. Matrix Feminist Design Cooperative was a ground-breaking practice
active from 1980 to 1984. Its buildings, writings and teaching work have exerted a national
and international influence and entered architecture’s canon of formative buildings,
education and criticism.
Founded in London in 1980, Matrix developed from a broader 1970s aspiration for social and
professional change. As an all-women practice, its remit focussed on designing for women
and women’s groups traditionally unable to access architects. Critical of standard
architectural training and the organisation of workplace practice, it was structured as a
cooperative, with equal wages paid to all members. This commitment to collectivity and
equity has remained one of its enduring legacies.
Matrix has entered the rollcall of history as a group that wedded theory, research and
practice. This innovative amalgamation allowed Matrix to develop qualitative research data
and evidence-based design as part of its dynamic relationship with community client groups.
These research techniques developed the area of participatory design by integrating new
communication methods such as new forms of model making into the consultative process.
The firm’s collaborations between architects and community were dynamic and shaped the
form, spaces and identity of the finished buildings.
Working predominantly in South and East London, the firm built a set of key buildings
embedded in the everyday lives of communities and the everyday life experiences of
women, and frequently children. These buildings include the Jagonari Educational Resource
Centre, Whitechapel, the Jumoke Training Nursery, Southwark, the Dalston Children’s
Centre, Dalston, the Lambeth Women’s Training Workshop, Lambeth, the City Farm Building,
Walworth, Housing in South London, the Hackney Women’s Centre and the Half Moon
Young People’s Theatre, Stepney (first phase only). The buildings designed by Matrix drew
on the long-standing British arts and crafts idiom to emphasise the role of materiality and
ornament in shaping identity, in providing everyday comfort and in exploring the
relationship between a building and its urban environment. Ornament, texture and tactility
were deployed with great care and beauty at Jagonari as the building signified the enduring
legacy of the built heritage of the Bangladeshi community and the perils faced by their
members in the race-relations of the 1980s metropolis.
Matrix has exerted a long-lasting international influence through their 1984 book Making
Space: Women and the Man Made Environment. Their broad-ranging critique began with an
interrogation of the gender bias of professional education and training, before moving on to
identify key issues affecting women in housing, care, housework and mobility in public
space. Making Space remains a key text in university courses on gender and architecture.
Matrix also contributed to the development of education for women and the building trade
and convened conferences and exhibitions to further promote discussion of gender equity
and the environment. Their example has inspired later feminist practices, such as MUF, AAG
and Lori Brown, and contributed to a longer-standing stream of disability studies. Matrix are
always cited as one of the key practices in a history of gender and architecture.
Dr Karen Burns, University of Melbourne, Co-Editor, The Bloomsbury Global Encyclopedia
of Women in Architecture, 1960 – 2015 (forthcoming Bloomsbury, London, 2021)

27 August 2019
Dear RIBA Royal Gold Medal Review Committee:
I am writing in enthusiastic support for the nomination of Matrix to be awarded a Royal
Institute of British Architects (RIBA) Royal Gold Medal Award. Their practice and intellectual
engagement with the discipline remains a highly influential example that continues to inspire women
around the world.
As both a feminist architectural practice that invested in publications, public engagement
and education, as well as built work, Matrix endures as a model practice demonstrating the
possibilities of a non-hierarchal feminist approach for architecture. Their ability to work with
government funding streams to provide technical aid and design service and advice significantly
challenged ideas of how architecture could be practiced and for whom architecture serves. Even
now, this is a truly revolutionary approach. They worked with many clients who otherwise would
never consider how architects or architecture could be useful for their lives and environments.
Prioritizing participatory design methods allowed architecture to become more accessible
for a broader client base. Matrix deliberately collaborated with groups and organizations that
typically had been ignored by mainstream architectural practices. Committed to empowering
underserved populations, the work of Matrix expanded the discipline’s reach. Their work continues
to inspire so many of us today.
As co-editor of the forthcoming Bloomsbury Global Encyclopedia of Women in Architecture
1960-2015 (2021 expected date of publication), Matrix is a practice that has had significant impact
and demonstrated there are many ways to be an architect and contribute to the built environment. I
strongly urge the committee to award Matrix the RIBA Royal Gold Medal this year promote more
expansive disciplinary approaches to the discipline.
Respectively,

Lori A. Brown
Professor
Co-founder, ArchiteXX

I am writing to support the nomination of Matrix Feminist Design Co-operative for the RIBA Royal
Gold Medal 2020. In my work as an architectural historian and educator, Matrix has been central to
my understanding and explanation of architecture in Britain in the twentieth century across
building, writing, participation and education.
Working in the 1980s and 1990s in a non-hierarchical, collaborative way as architects and
feminists, Matrix prioritised women’s needs and experience which were not normally represented in
the design process and produced a body of work of the highest merit. Distinctively, they reached out
to clients and users from black and ethnic minorities, disabled and working-class groups and
collaborated with them to produce building types, such as nurseries and women’s training centres,
which were not usually found even within public sector architecture. Their best known building, the
handsome, socially potent Jagonari Educational Centre (1984-6) in Whitechapel, London, scaled
up Matrix’s ideas and earlier work and became an exemplar of collaboration between architects
and the intended users of their buildings, which shared the architects’ expertise at all stages of the
design process from feasibility to completion and drew on the user groups’ background and
preferences, involving them in all aspects of decision making. It was a far cry from cosmetic
‘consultation’. Matrix used accessible and imaginative methods that included architectural models
to demystify design; users own postcards to suggest architectural features and a ‘brick picnic’ to
select building materials. This was a radical, influential approach which was central to Matrix
practice--and to their critique of architecture-- and was of unique significance for their time. This
approach rethought the design process so that it involved not only women but the broader
community of normally excluded groups in the production of architecture, a marker for diversity in
architectural practice and production. In their time, Matrix developed the idea of the architect as
socially engaged and working with and on behalf of the public, an idea which is now being
rediscovered under pressure of the housing crisis. Today participation and consultation are seen as
key elements in best practice; this is in no small part due to Matrix and their impact on subsequent
developments in community architecture and more broadly, on collaborative relationships between
architects and clients throughout the profession.
My first encounter with Matrix was through their landmark book, Making Space: Women and the
Man Made Environment (1984). Since the early 1980s, it has been a key text in my teaching and has
had a profound effect on my own work on gender, space and architecture. Although their role as an
advice and information service produced a wide range of publications and activities, for students,
the Matrix legacy is strongest through Making Space which still today encourages women’s
participation in architecture and provides a new perspective on design and its relationship to the
wider world. Other Matrix publications have addressed topics that have important contemporary
resonances, such as A Job Designing Buildings, which directed young women into the building
industry, and Housing for Older Women, a joint publication that was produced with the Women’s
Design Service while I was its chair.
Lynne Walker, PhD, Hon FRIBA
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:
Cc:

Solma Ahmed solmaahmed@yahoo.co.uk
Re: Matrix letters of Support to the RIBA
24 August 2019 at 11:37
Anne Thorne anne@annethornearchitects.co.uk
fran@annethornearchitects.co.uk, Boys Jos jos.boys@gmail.com, Dwyer Julia studiodwyer@gmail.com

Dear Anne
Sorry for the late response. Life is too busy these days. I'm absolutely delighted to give you a
letter of support as follows and surprised that you have not got this award yet.
To whom it may concern
I am absolutely delighted and honoured to support Matrix to receive RIBA Gold Award. I am
just little a surprised that they have not got this award yet. They were one of the pioneering
women architectural team I have worked with.
We were also some pioneering women too working in the communities in early 80s when
men dominated the whole scene of community work and us women tagged along with them
while they looked down on us. We knew that and decided us women of Bangladeshi origin
need to take control of our destiny and do what we want, not what men tells us to do. So we
negotiated a site in prominent location of Whitechapel and anaged get some funding at that
time GLC. We knew right from start that we wanted a women's team to design our building
which would be culturally and religiously sensitive. Only by accident we came along Matrix.
They were perfect fit. They understood exactly what our requirements were without being
patronising or being judgmental. We said what we need in that building; safety, security,
childcare, sensitive to women's cultural and religious needs while breaking some myths
about Muslim women in particular.
We never did a project of such importance or large in monetary term. They worked with us
throughout. For example, we wanted an Asian seat down toilet, kitchen facilities that
allowed bulk buying and Asian cooking with seat down sinks to wash large saucepans. The
creche facilities at that time was advance in thinking and now many facilities includes what
we had eg sleeping facilities, breast feeding areas, play areas, cooking areas etc.
For these reasons I am astonished to be frank that these women architectural team has not
been recognised yet. Unfortunately this is the story of most of us women. We work hard,
quietly mostly, dedicated to the core without any recognition. I sincerely hope this time they
are recognised and rightly given the award for their pioneering, groundbreaking work.
Thank you Matrix for bringing back good memories while I write this supporting letter. All the best.
Solma Ahmed
Previous Chair of Jagonari Centre (Awake Women)

On Thursday, 15 August 2019, 13:08:45 BST, Anne Thorne <anne@annethornearchitects.co.uk>
wrote:
Dear Solma,
So nice to talk to you, there is a link to Matrix work at the bottom and a copy of the leaflet about
Jagonari. Here is the information as discussed about the procedure:Harriet Harriss of Part W is nominating Matrix Feminist Design Co-operative for the UK RIBA Royal
Gold Medal 2020.
You have expressed to one of us previously how you found Matrix’s work inspiring for your own
education and/or practice, and we wondered if you would be willing to write a letter of support for
Matrix to be awarded this honour? It would be extraordinary for Matrix to achieve this Award,
challenging the predominance of men, and of individual ‘stars’ as Gold Medal winners.
Part W is an action group that aims to counteract gender inequality in the UK architecture industry,

Part W is an action group that aims to counteract gender inequality in the UK architecture industry,
founded by architect Zöe Berman, of London-based Studio Berman. Following the enthusiastic
response to their ‘AlternativeGoldMedal’ campaign, Part W said "Since its inception in 1848, the
Royal Gold Medal has been awarded to only one woman in her own right, and three husband and
wife teams. The Alternative List is a wry awareness-raising list, highlighting gender imbalance in
how women are recognised & celebrating those overlooked in architecture’
Letters should be a 'single sided letters of support, which may for example include current or
former colleagues, clients, collaborators, critics, theorists and contemporaries – each outlining their
relationship with and experience of the nominee, and why they believe the nominee(s) should
receive the RIBA Royal Gold Medal’ We would need the letter by August 28th
Very many thanks for your support!
For more details about the campaign to nominate women for the RIBA Gold Medal see:
https://www.architectsjournal.co.uk/10043983.article?
utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=AJ_EditorialNewsletters.Reg:%20Se
nd%20%20Daily%20bulletin&mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiTkRFd1ltUTJOV0l3WVRCaiIsInQiOiJWbk8zc3ZoK0d3Qnp
BYXdFc05IV1FZcXJhUng4aWFJbEl6enM3S1JTZGxjTmhlUTNXQ256MDRpVng5Y0hNekR3UWRw
Mmlybm1ranNLZE1oQ2lxYjVHeDJsc2ZzVjl6OFo3V09jN1dzU2U0S1NHUVwvVU54eGV2Z25JS0ZT
cktXS1kifQ%3D%3D
Hope to see you soon in Colchester,
Best wishes
Anne
PS For a quick reminder of long ago Matrix work,
see http://www.spatialagency.net/database/matrix.feminist.design.co-operative
Anne Thorne

NEW ADDRESS, PHONE NUMBER & WEBSITE:-

anne thorne architects llp
17 Willow St
London
EC2A 4BH

0203 951 0212

annethornearchitects.com

27th August 2019
TO Harriet Harriss Part W
RE nomination of Matrix Feminist Design Co-operative for the UK RIBA Royal Gold
Medal 2020.
Letter in support of the nomination
I am writing to support the nomination of Matrix to receive the UK RIBA Gold Medal.
As a founding member of Women’s Design Service, which came out of the same
“stable” as Matrix, I have been aware of their ground-breaking and extremely
valuable work from the outset. During the 1970s there was a small but passionate
group of women starting to challenge both the discrimination within the architectural
profession and the creation of built environments that reflected only the male gaze,
the male experience, male demands and male bodily attributes.
Matrix set out to change this in numerous ways. They worked as a co-operative
adopting the collaborative approaches advocated by the women’s movement at the
time. They also adopted this approach with their clients; eschewing the traditional
architect as autocrat approach in favour of an interactive and iterative approach.
Realising that most people do not easily understand drawings, Matrix would create
3D models to help genuine client involvement.
Areas of buildings generally viewed as unimportant were given more prominence
and designed to meet the needs of women especially mothers; creches, nappychanging, breast-feeding, better designed and larger kitchens all featured. Building
elements were designed to meet the size, strength and reach of women rather than
being based on the male Modulor dimensions, and also where appropriate elements
were designed to be “childsize”.
Matrix were by no means just concerned with function. I still remember all the
creativity that went into addressing the security concerns for Jagonari. That was an
era where petrol bombing and brick throwing were not uncommon in the East End
and a women’s centre was thought to be particularly vulnerable. So rather than just
put up the strongest window bars on the market, Matrix worked with the clients to
incorporate cultural elements into the design of a grille that looked beautiful rather
than forbidding but still provided the security needed.
Matrix’ publication in the early 1980s “Making Space: Women and the Man Made
Environment” had an immense influence at the time and is still in print today.
It is time Matrix received acknowledgement for their ground-breaking work.
Wendy Davis
Director Rooms of our Own
Founding member of Women’s Design Service and Director 2002=2008.

